not readily available outside tertiary centers in the United States. Furthermore, it increases the cost and duration of the procedure.
Novel EUS fine needle biopsy (EUS-FNB) needles developed to obtain a core biopsy specimen have been designed to overcome these limitations [11 -15] . Studies comparing EUS-FNA to EUS-FNB needles have reached different conclusions [16 -19] . Recent data including new generation EUS-FNB needles suggest that, in the absence of ROSE, EUS-FNB provides better diagnostic adequacy with fewer passes than EUS-FNA [18] . A few studies also indicate that Macroscopic On-Site Evaluation (MOSE) by the endosonographer could be a comparable alternative to ROSE when performed using EUS core tissue biopsy needles [20, 21] .
In April 2016, EUS-FNB with the novel 22-G Acquire needle (Boston Scientific Incorporated, Boston, Massachusetts, United States), also called the 22-G Franseen-tip needle, was tested on solid lesions in our center. A visible tan-pink core tissue specimen was readily seen using this needle, and appeared to correlate with histologic core fragments. We speculated that MOSE could be reliable to determine tissue adequacy.
This retrospective study aimed to assess the performance of MOSE using the EUS-FNB 22-G Franseen-tip needle.
Patients and method

Study population
Between May 2016 and August 2016, all consecutive patients referred to our center for EUS-TA for solid lesions underwent EUS-FNB with the 22-G Franseen-tip needle and were included prospectively in a database. Patients with interposing vessels or ducts were excluded. Patient inclusion ended in August 2016 to allow presentation at the French digestive meeting (abstracts in September 2016, meeting in March 2017). All patients were followed up to surgery, death or 18 months follow-up. Collected data were patient demographics, target lesion type and location, procedure specifics, histology, diagnostic adequacy, and adverse events. In February 2018, we retrospectively reviewed all included cases.
We obtained written informed consent from all patients. The Institutional Ethics Committee of Ramsay Générale de Santé approved the study protocol (IRB: COS-RGDS-2017-11-02). All procedures performed in human participants were per the moral, ethical, and scientific principles governing clinical research as set out in the Declaration of Helsinki (1989).
Definition of end points
The primary end point was histologic core tissue of the targeted organ correlated with macroscopically visualized core tissue. Architecturally intact fragments with various non-dissociated cellular components defined the histologic core tissue.
The secondary end points were: ▪ Technical success defined as successful sampling of the lesion. ▪ Diagnostic adequacy defined as the presence of targeted tissue confirmed on histopathology.
▪ Overall diagnostic accuracy defined as the correct identification of the final diagnosis (benign or malignant) by EUS-FNB. ▪ Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV calculated using malignancy as a positive sample, and a benign lesion as a negative sample.
Reference standard diagnosis
The final diagnosis was defined as unequivocal histology from EUS-FNB with compatible 18 months follow-up, surgical resection, or both.
Procedure
In total, five experienced endosonographers, each of whom had performed more than 1000 EUS-TA, performed all procedures. EUS-FNB was performed under sedation with a curvilinear array echoendoscope (GF-UCT 180, Olympus) and the 22-G Acquire needle. The tip of the 22-G Acquire needle has a Franseen three-plane symmetric design in which the inclination and included angles are a constant thus enabling an optimal geometry for both tissue penetration and cutting [22] . Furthermore, the long insertion length and area at the crown tip should augment acquired tissue. The needle has an outer and inner diameter of 0.72 mm and 0.56 mm, respectively, and an adjustable working length of 137.5 -141.5 cm.
All procedures were performed with the stylet in place. After advancing the needle beyond the scope channel and sheath, the stylet was retracted a few millimeters before puncturing the target lesion. The stylet was maximally advanced inside the needle to remove potential tissue plugs. The stylet was subsequently removed from the needle. The needle was then used to puncture the target lesion in a standardized fashion using a "fanning" technique and with a total of 10 strokes. No suction was applied during the first needle pass. The needle content was flushed in a formalin flask. If the endosonographer identified a tan-pink core tissue by gross visual inspection, no further passes were performed; however, if the specimen was deemed only bloody or without any core tissue, a second pass was completed, either with no suction and five strokes if the initial sample was bloody, or with 10 mL suction if no material was present.
Recording of adverse events was as per standard protocol in the center. Immediate adverse events were noted at the center during, and up to 4 hours following the procedure. The patient and the referring physicians notified any delayed adverse events within 72 hours.
Specimen preparation and evaluation
Core biopsy samples were collected in 10 % buffered formalin solution for cellblock preparation. Each block underwent hematoxylin-phloxine-saffron staining as per standard pathology protocol. A single designated pathologist (AIL) processed and examined all specimens. Tissue fragments were counted manually. Length of tissue was estimated based on × 200 magnification field corresponding to 1.1 mm. The width of tissue was determined based on the × 400 magnification field corresponding to 0.55 mm. In pancreatic adenocarcinoma, the pathologist es- Original article timated the ratio of tumor cellularity to total cellularity using an area of ≥ 2 mm 2 , in a zone deemed of highest cellularity. The presence of stroma was noted, and the ratio of stroma to overall tumor cellularity was estimated. Unequivocal histopathologic diagnosis was given when possible, otherwise it was designated suspicious or inconclusive.
ROSE was not used in any of the cases.
Statistical analysis
This was a retrospective study using descriptive statistics. Sensitivity, specificity as well as positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy were calculated using the final diagnosis. Continuous data were presented with median and IQR, whereas quantitative data were presented as mean and standard deviation.
Results
Patient and lesion characteristics
In total, 46 consecutive patients were included, and 54 solid target lesions were biopsied (▶ Table 1 ). One excluded patient had an interposing vessel over the target lesion. The median patient age was 70 years old (IQR 61 -78), and 34/46 (74 %) were male patients. Target lesions were pancreas (n = 31), biliary tract (n = 2), liver (n = 5), lymph node (n = 9), sub-mucosal (n = 4), wall thickening (n = 2), and pleura (n = 1). Mean lesion size was 24.5 ± 13.8 mm.
Technical aspects
Technical success was 100 % (54/54). A median of 1 needle pass per target was performed. A single needle pass procured a tanpink core (▶ Fig. 1 ) upon gross inspection in 50/54 targets (93 %). A second needle pass was required in 4/54 cases: 2/54 due to insufficient initial material and 2/54 due to initial hemorrhagic "core" (▶ Fig. 2) . Only 1/4 of the second passes procured a macroscopic core upon MOSE. Overall visible core with one or two passes was 51/54 (94 %). There were no adverse events reported.
Histologic assessment
Of the biopsied targets with a visible core on MOSE after a single pass by the endosonographer, the pathologist confirmed histologic core fragments in 47/50 cases (94 %). In one target, the histopathologic examination showed no contributive tissue, and in two targets, it showed only dissociated cells in contaminated tissue. For the latter two targets, cytological examination confirmed the diagnosis of a pancreatic adenocarcinoma and a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor.
For those targets requiring two passes, core histologic fragments were present in 3/4 targets. Only one target, an adenopathy that required two passes (both hemorrhagic) showed neither a visible macroscopic core nor histologic core tissue. The pathologist confirmed histologic core fragments in visible core on MOSE with one or two passes, in 48/51 (94 %) targets (▶ Fig. 2 ).
Overall core histology obtained in this study for all targets was 50/54 (93 %). Overall diagnostic adequacy was 98 % (53/ 54) with one biliary target biopsied without significant material.
There was a median of 6 (IQR 4 -10) tissue fragments per target. Size of fragments ranged from 0.1 mm to 10 mm in length. The width of tissue fragments was consistent in all evaluable specimens measuring 0.4 -0.5 mm.
For pancreatic adenocarcinomas, tumor cellularity was present in 95 % and represented at least 30 % of cells in 25 % of cases. Stroma was noted in 71 % and represented at least 50 % of the tumor volume in 50 % of cases (▶ Fig. 3a,b) .
Final diagnosis
In three patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma, the evaluation of the second target (two lymph nodes, one liver lesion) was not possible. In these cases, histology showed normal or benign tissue, but final diagnosis could not be established, as the patients did not have surgery, or significant evolution of the targets before their death. For the 51 remaining targets, final diagnosis was based on surgery (n = 11), and results of EUS-FNB with 18 months follow-up (n = 40).
In total, 22/24 patients had died of related underlying disease at 18 months follow-up. Their diagnoses were 16 pancreatic adenocarcinomas, 1 poorly differentiated pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor, 3 metastatic adenocarcinomas, 1 aggressive lymphoma, and 1 cholangiocarcinoma. Two patients died of unrelated diseases: 1 with a benign lymph node, and 1 with a GIST.
The diagnosis correlated with EUS-FNB results in 48 targets including 35 malignant and 13 benign lesions. In total, 3 EUS-FNB with benign histopathology were false negatives after follow-up: 1 liver metastasis, 1 cholangiocarcinoma, and 1 pancreatic adenocarcinoma (▶ Table 1 ). Overall diagnostic accuracy was 94 % (48/51). Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for the diagnosis of malignancy were 92 %, 100 %, 100 %, and 81 %, respectively.
Discussion
In the era of EUS core biopsy needles, the role of ROSE remains unclear. A recent review showed that EUS-FNB without ROSE offered similar diagnostic adequacy and accuracy to EUS-FNB with ROSE for solid pancreatic lesions [23] . In the ROSE group, sensitivity, specificity, overall diagnostic adequacy, and overall diagnostic accuracy were 96 %, 100 %, 86.5 %, and 85.5 %, respectively, while in the no-ROSE group, they were 86.6 %, 100 %, 89.5 %, and 86.1 %, respectively. In another randomized controlled trial comparing the 22-G Franseen-tip and 22-G Fork-tip needles (SharkCore, Medtronic), diagnostic cellblock in > 90 % of patients suggested that ROSE was not necessary [24] .
A potential practical alternative to ROSE is MOSE; however, evidence for its usefulness in EUS-TA remains limited and conflicting [2, 21] . Our results showed that MOSE using the 22-G Franseen-tip needle was able to procure a visible core tissue in 93 % of target lesions with a single pass, which correlates with histologic core fragments in 94 % of these lesions. Recent nee-dle studies and guidelines suggest that second-generation EUS-FNB needles can reduce the number of needle passes to a minimum of two passes [2, 12, 14] . Our results indicate that MOSE using the 22-G Franseen-tip needle could have a further impact on reducing the number of passes required to reach adequate diagnostic performance as it may be a practical and objective measure of specimen adequacy.
Our results evaluating this EUS-FNB needle are concordant with other recently published series [11 -15] . In the series by Bang et al. [12] , two passes were performed for all lesions, and ROSE was performed in all cases with overall diagnostic adequacy of 96.6 %. Our series produced similar results (diagnostic adequacy of 98 %, accuracy of 94 %) with MOSE and a single needle pass.
Until recently, histologic core tissue has been difficult to obtain from EUS-TA. First-generation core biopsy needles such as the reverse bevel biopsy needle ProCore 22-G (Cook Medical) were not shown to differ from standard FNA needles in histology procurement, sample adequacy, or diagnostic accuracy [17] . The number of comparative studies of EUS-FNA with secondgeneration EUS-FNB needles is still limited but show promising results in favor of EUS-FNB [11, 15, 18, 19] . In a case-control study by Kandel et al. [15] , diagnostic adequacy was significantly higher using the 22-G Fork-tip needle compared to the standard FNA needle (95 % vs. 59 %, P = 0.01). Furthermore, a sample was achieved with fewer needle passes (average of 2 vs. 4 passes, P = 0.001). In a randomized trial by Bang et al. [11] , diagnostic adequacy was significantly higher using the 22-G Franseen-tip needle compared to the 22-G standard bevel FNA needle in pancreatic masses (97.8 % vs. 82 %, P = 0.03). Finally, Li et al. [19] recently published a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials showing that EUS-FNB was superior to EUS-FNA with regard to diagnostic adequacy and accuracy in the sampling of pancreatic masses. Interestingly, in our study, the high diagnostic accuracy was maintained for subepithelial lesions and thickened gastrointestinal wall (6/6, 100 %), which notoriously pose a diagnostic challenge in EUS-TA [1] . This finding could be due to the high percentage of tumor cells in tissue procured by EUS-FNB and is consistent with results in previous core needle publications [12, 14] . An even more salient point is that EUS-FNB significantly improves the quality of the histologic material. In our study, the method of histologic processing and analysis was standardized and centrally reviewed by a single pathologist to optimize the congruency of interpretation. We were able to determine the quality of histologic sampling in several ways. Firstly, the pathologist saw core fragments in 94 % of target lesions. Secondly, all fragments consistently presented a width of 0.4 -0. [12] . Moreover, we observed stroma in 71 % of cases of pancreatic adenocarcinomas with at least 50 % of tumor tissue in 50 % of these cases. This is particularly important as pancreatic adenocarcinomas may be relatively hypocellular while both tumor cells and desmoplastic stroma are required for molecular profiling [8, 9] . The latter is becoming increasingly important as it could facilitate evaluating patient prognosis and the tailoring of adjuvant chemotherapy [25] .
In our study, we experienced no adverse events although overall reported adverse event rate for EUS-TA is 2 % in the lit- erature [26] . Our low adverse event rate could be due to operator expertise, the limited needle passes, and the excluding of patients with interposing large vessels between the needle and the target lesion.
Our study had some limitations including the small number of biopsied lesions per subtype, the single referral center population, and the inherent shortcomings of a retrospective design. We also did not study the use of molecular profiling. Larger prospective trials comparing EUS-FNB needles could be performed to confirm our findings.
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that MOSE using the 22-G Franseen-tip needle could limit needle passes by accurately estimating histologic core fragments. It also demonstrated that high diagnostic adequacy and accuracy of > 90 % could be achieved without ROSE.
